
Many Much

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

You see in me that which existed before the beginning of matter _______
years before the commencement of time.
1.

There are _______ men who will do their duty when it is not wanted; but a
genuine public spirit always appears most when there is most occasion for it.
2.

It is not the place to enter when one has not _______ money.3.

Thus the day had come nearly to a close before we had made _______
progress.
4.

The hair is of nearly as _______ importance as the skin.5.

I have not _______ confidence in an ornamental top-dressing of
philosophy, theology, and classic learning upon the foundation of an
unformed and unstable mental and moral condition.

6.

Less than this, a great deal less, does appear to satisfy _______ young
women; and it may be that the interior just drawn, fairly judged, belongs to a
model lover and husband.

7.

Many a man and woman thought of some sick person to whom a little
handful of the green leaves and bright blossoms, with their coolness and
freshness, would bring so _______ happiness.

8.

But there are _______ other passages scattered throughout those books
that unite in the same point of evidence.
9.

Not _______ days had passed before the young men's friendship became
a passion such as is only known in early manhood.
10.

To keep them to their work is best, and not to pay _______ attention to
them at all.
11.

_______ cases are on record showing how complex and unexpected are
the checks and relations between organic beings, which have to struggle
together in the same country.

12.
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On the edge of the gloom, not _______ yards beyond the canoe, a violent
agitation of the water was visible.
13.

Hurry now, for I haven't _______ time.14.

It may be sufficient to declare that by this system alone two married
people can realize the dream of _______ noble souls.
15.

And you busy every day wouldn't have _______ time for it.16.

So _______ progress in so short a time was remarkable.17.

She had spent _______ hours there daily, and in its atmosphere of peace
felt better and happier than in her father's house or any other spot which she
visited.

18.

It is almost certain that abundant food given during _______ generations
directly affects the size of a breed.
19.

I described to her in feverish language _______ cruel details which I have
here spared you.
20.
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